
I feel like I need to push back a little on some of the discussions here concerning AI and computer 
science. This will address some claims made on the forum and some of the things Miles has written 
about on captchas, on chess engines, and on Turing. 

The first point is that there is often a big difference between how science is presented to lay audiences 
by journalists or popularizers and how it is presented to people actually working in the field. Science as
presented to the public is almost universally sensationalized and displays zero regard for the 
intelligence of the reader. It is fair to criticize these kinds of publications, but to assume that what is 
communicated to the public is actually representative of what’s happening internally in the field is 
misguided and simply gives you an excuse to dismiss the field without understanding what’s really 
going on. Case in point, AI. AI is just a name for a field of applied mathematics (really statistical 
engineering) including things like Bayesian methods, neural networks, maximum likelihood estimation,
etc. See a discussion of where the name came from here. These techniques underlie things like 
recommendation engines, machine translation, image classification, facial recognition, etc. Clearly all 
of these things exist. You can write them yourself or find them open source on the internet. No real 
researchers in this field are claiming that we have actually intelligent computers (artificial general 
intelligence, AGI) or that what AI systems do is anything more than a computation run on some logic 
gates. Researchers have various estimates on how long it will take to achieve AGI, ranging from a 
decade to never, but everyone agrees we don’t know how to get there. The ‘existential threat’ Skynet 
scenarios (or AI alignment/paperclip maximizers for the more informed crowed) discussed by the 
media are fodder for the public and pad the budget of the Jews over at MIRI. They also distract from an
actually plausible dystopian future where an AI system dings your social credit score every time you 
post something on the internet with the word “Jews” and a negative sentiment analysis score.

To address something Miles said in the Adrienne Shelley paper: the ReCaptcha system used by google 
does not depend on computers not being able to distinguish between dogs and horses. Computers can 
do that faster and more accurately than humans, and that discrepancy in performance is in fact what 
the captcha system is detecting. A computer can click on precisely the center of each image containing 
a dog in less than 50 ms, and in so doing it reveals itself as a computer and fails the captcha. A human 
will take longer, may pause, may select and then de-select an image, etc. Classifying a time series of 
inputs to a captcha problem and classifying it as human or computer is entirely within the purview of 
existing machine learning tech.

I have mixed feelings about Miles’ take on the AlphaGo chess AI. On one hand, the source code is 
proprietary, and machine learning as a field is subject to replication issues when the code, 
hyperparameters, and data are not public. That said, there are neural net chess engines that are entirely 
open source that have also beaten Stockfish (though not as decisively). So it is possible that the 
AlphaGo matches against Stockfish were faked – other commenters have noted that the matches were 
unfair to Stockfish – in order to promote Google DeepMind. However, just because something was 
faked doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist, as Miles has shown in his Lucky Lindy/solo flight across the 
Atlantic paper. And to answer the point about computers not having neurons, that is simply the name of
the technique, which was inspired by neural plasticity. 

The other topic relevant to this discussion is Miles’ paper on Turing. I agree that Turing is 
overpromoted relative to his accomplishments. Historically that seems to have begun when the 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) wanted a figurehead to legitimize computer science as a 
branch of mathematics, and selected the relatively obscure Turing for that purpose. As Miles suggests 
the code breaking was likely made up to mythologize Turing, and the article supports this: “When the 
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UK began to reveal the role Turing played in breaking the “unbreakable” code of the Nazis it created 
the perfect recipe for myth making.”

The only paper by Turing that I recall reading in university was the one where he describes the Turing 
test. If you didn’t know, the Turing test seeks to describe a test that can determine if a computer can 
think, and bases this on whether in a text based conversation with a computer a person could be fooled 
into thinking the computer was a human. Obviously this has already been accomplished, and yet 
computers still cannot think. What computers do, basically, is predict which word will come next in a 
sequence based on a huge corpus of text data and produce sentences by stringing words together such 
that the probability of that sentence occurring in that context is high. Computers are in fact better than 
humans at predicting what word will come next in a sequence, but clearly worse at producing fluent 
speech. Although the Turing test has been influential, in terms of the people who know about it or have 
written about it, and it is reasonable to postulate criteria by which it might be decided that a computer 
can “think”, the idea of the Turing test does not justify Turing’s present fame. (Incidentally the name 
Turing himself gave to this test was the Imitation Game (a computer imitating a human), hence the 
name of the film.)

To move on to the Turing machine, it is not true that the concept of the Turing machine led to the 
development of a physical computer, nor was it necessary to do so. The things that modern day 
computers rely on – binary, Boolean algebra, logic gates, switching circuits – were invented before or 
contemporaneous with Turing’s work. The Turing machine was invented to formalize the definitions of 
algorithm and computability. While they didn’t lead to the development of functional computers (and 
making a physical Turing machine is a little ridiculous), Turing machines are fundamental to 
complexity theory, which deals with analyzing the runtime of algorithms and designing (and proving) 
algorithms that are as efficient as possible.

With regards to the Halting Problem, the point is to prove that there are certain problems for which it is 
impossible to create an algorithm (undecidable). This problem was first proved by Church, and so 
while Turing was re-proving the problem in a different form, many proofs in computability and 
complexity theory are proved by reducing a problem to another with a known result, so Turing’s proof 
can’t simply be dismissed as copying. Other decision problems (algorithms that produce a yes/no 
answer for an input, e.g. is number x prime) are shown to be undecidable by reduction to the question 
of whether a Turing machine will halt. In the context of Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem, the decision 
problem is whether in first-order logic (logic using and, or, not, universal & existential quantification, 
etc.) given a set of premises and a conclusion, can it be decided whether the premises entail the 
conclusion. Both Turing’s and Church’s proofs showed that this was not possible, however it was very 
much not showing that nothing could be solved. It was showing that certain specific problems could 
not be solved. They did not prove that computers could not make decisions. 

The purpose of oracles is to establish limits on computability even when impossible algorithms exist. 
For that reason it does not matter that the oracles are a black box, or don’t represent a real thing. A 
proof involving an oracle that solves the Halting problem can be used to show that even in this case 
other problems remain uncomputable, and so there are hierarchies of uncomputability.

I have sympathy for Miles’ argument that in the 20th century set theory and mathematical logic went off
the rails and produced thousands of pages of dross. However I can’t agree that the entire edifice, 
including the work of Hilbert, Godel, Church, Turing, etc. is untrammeled garbage and needs to be 
incinerated. The quote from Wikipedia that calls Turing’s paper the most influential math paper in 
history is claiming that Turing’s work sparked the computer revolution, which is falling for the 



mythologizing mentioned above. Despite that, Turing’s work has been highly influential in 
computability theory and computational complexity theory, the latter of which is a foundational aspect 
of any programmer’s education. That’s not to say that there aren’t areas of the field that are controlled 
by spook interests: Scott Aaronson proselytizes for research into algorithms for quantum computers, 
which will never have hardware to run on. However, unless we can prove that Turing was responsible 
for his later promotion and mythologization, I would say he was promoted beyond his merits for 
political purposes, rather than being an out-and-out fraud.


